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ABSTRACT

Automated planning and scheduling is one of the main

branches of AI. It was a very hot topic back in the nineties, and

theoretically it hasn’t changed much in the last several years.

In practice, it has proven to be a crucial component of many

industrial and scientific processes, but has not yet become

integral part of our daily lives. On the other hand, due to the

advances in the information technology in the last decade, we

are witnessing a drastic change in the daily human-computer

interaction. The internet has become main information source,

and with the growth of the mobile industries, more and more

people are using their smartphones as their tool for retrieving

this information. In this paper we will analyze the possibilities

of using these advances to make a planning system that will

optimize our daily activities.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, with the rise of the technology, the

daily life of the ordinary people has significantly changed. On

the expense of easier physical life, the mankind is aggressively

pushed towards more complicated mental activities. Due to the

globalization, it is quite normal to see one person in his office

today, preparing for his tomorrow’s business meeting on the

other side of the globe, and discuss with him about the ski

weekend he is planning to have with his family once he is

back. All of this increases the need of a non-trivial activity

planning, and this need is without doubt expanding to the vast

majority of people, which is also indicated by the increased

demand of personal assistants [6][9].

On the other hand, the development of new technologies has

provided us with many tools that can assist our daily lives.

Mobile computing devices, like PDAs and smartphones, are

definitely one category of tools that is widely used today for

communication and information access [5][14].

Although the problem of organizing personal schedules

might seam like a trivial timetabling problem, there are few

issues like personalization, environment and plan execution

uncertainty, etc.; that raises the need of various other tech-

niques like machine learning and continuous planning to

be applied. The goal of our research is to formally define

the problem of organizing personal schedules, and check the

possibilities of solving this problem by either using a general-

purpose or domain-specific planning techniques.

II. FORMALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM

We can describe the problem as a finite set of events E,

which need to be scheduled within a finite set of time intervals

T .

E = {ei|i ≤ n; i, n ∈ N} (1)

T = {[t2j−1, t2j ]|j ≤ m; p < q ⇒ tp ≤ tq}

j,m, p, q ∈ N
(2)

The events here represent different things that need to

happen at some time (e.g. meetings, actions, etc). If we take a

closer look at these events, we will see that, in order to make

the schedule, we are more interested in their properties, rather

than the exact kind of the events.

The social aspect, for example, is a property that we do not

consider when dealing with artificial agents. However, since

our final agent executing the plan, wold be a human being, it

is very important to take this property into account. Regarding

the social aspect, we can define the set of events E as union

of three subsets:

E = Ep ∪ Eh ∪ Eo (3)

We will put into Ep all events that are related to the user’s

professional life. Eh will contain all events that are related to

the user’s hobbies or interests. Finally, all events that cannot

fit into the previous two subsets can be placed into Eo. Such

definition of the events set E will allow the system to better

suite the users preferences regarding the social aspect of the

events.

The space-time constraints are another very important

property emerging from the physical laws of our world. We

can partition the events set E into four subsets: fixed place -

fixed time, fixed place - variable time, variable place - fixed

time, variable place - variable time.

E = E(f,f) ∪ E(f,v) ∪ E(v,f) ∪ E(v,v) (4)

∀a, b, c, d ∈ {f, v} : (a, b) (= (c, d)

⇒ E(a,b) ∩ E(c,d) = ∅
(5)

Since the output of the system should be a valid schedule

of the events in the set E, we can define the solution as a

function S over the events.

∀e ∈ E : ∃t : S(e) = t (6)

Where tp ≤ t ≤ tq such that [tp, tq] ∈ T . We will

additionally define a probability function P (S) as function

that gives us the probability of success of the schedule S.

Obviously we would like to maximize this function.
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In practice, of course, other properties might need to be

analyzed as well, depending on the target group the system

would be designed for.

A. Scheduling aspect of the problem

Scheduling addresses the problem of how to perform a given

set of actions using a limited number of resources in a limited

amount of time [11].

In our case, the set of actions is generalized to the set of

events, while the main resource that needs to be shared be-

tween them is the user. For example, some common scheduling

problems [11][21] might include:

• Educational Timetabling

• Transport Timetabling

• Employee Timetabling and Rostering

• Sports Timetabling

• Machine scheduling

Although all of these problems are at least NP-Complete, in

practice many domain specific algorithms have been developed

that successfully solve them [11][21][19][2].

In order to be able to take the timetabling approach, for

solving our problem, first we need to transform the time from

its continuous form into a discrete set of time windows. This

means that we need to define the set T mentioned earlier.

Although this is a trivial task for some of the problems

mentioned above, since the set T is simply defined as a set of

working times for the appropriate institution, it is much harder

to define the “working time” of the user.

We can represent the user’s will to do some task in some

period of the day as a probability function W (t), with 0
representing that the user will certainly not like to do the task

at that moment and 1 representing that the user thinks that this

is the best moment for the task. More precisely, the user might

have different preferences regarding the task’s properties. That

is, for the social aspect defined above, we will have to define

three such functions - one for each of the sets Ep, Eh and Eo.

Since this does not affect the final complexity of the problem,

we will continue our analysis on the single function W (t).
One example1 of how this function might look like is shown

on Figure 1.

The time can be transformed into a discrete form by finding

a constant w0 which will represent the minimum acceptable

value of the function W (t). We will consider the problem

solved only if (7) holds. For the example in Figure 1, this

would mean that all events are scheduled between t0 ≈ 6 : 00
and t1 ≈ 21 : 30.

∀e ∈ E :W (S(e)) ≥ w0 (7)

Let us now define a value p′ = MIN(W (S(e))). In order

the plan to succeed the user needs at least to be willing to

do the tasks, therefore P (S) ≤ p′. On the other hand, the

1The example shows an arbitrarily chosen function. In practice this function
can be roughly defined by the user and then refined by applying different AI
techniques, like machine learning, that would analyze the user’s acceptance
of the produced schedules.
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Figure 1: Example of the function W (t) indicating that the user likes his
tasks schedule between 6:00 and 21:30

minimum acceptable value for p′ is w0, since otherwise it

would mean that some events are scheduled outside of the

preferable time window. As we want to set the constant w0

to its minimum value, in order to maximize the time window,

we would choose it to be equal to the minimum probability

of success of our plan, obtained by S(e).

So far, we have only considered the time and the user’s

will to accomplish some task as the main constraints for the

scheduling problem. However, as we have already discussed

above, all events happen at some place in some point of the

time. Even more, we have defined different types of events

regarding their space-time constraints. In order to build a

successful system, we would need to include the space in the

current model of the problem. Because we try to maximize the

probability of success of our plan, we define a function D(x)
which gives us the probability that the user will manage to

accomplish some task which is x distance units away from his

current position. Theoretically, this function would have value

of 1 only for the tasks happening at the user’s absolute current

position and 0 for all other tasks. Since such a function is

impractical to work with, we would need to relax the definition

of what does the user’s current position means. This relaxation

is highly dependent on the length of the time unit we would

define for the task. For example, we can say that the user is

not in the right place to attend a company meeting if he is two

blocks away, but we would say that he is on the right place to

visit Disney World if the user is anywhere around Orlando,

Florida. This is mainly due to our subconscious reasoning

about the different lengths of the time units. In order for

an artificial system to be able to make such reasoning, we

would need to provide this parameter explicitly. Therefore,

we will have to define our function as D(x, t) where the time

parameter t will define the length of the single time unit for

the task.

As D(x, t) monotonically increases regarding the time

parameter t, let us simplify our discussion by choosing a

fixed2 value for t = tk. Now we can define our function

D(x) = D(x, tk) and analyze the rest of the properties of

2Check the next section for a discussion on how we can make use of
different lengths of the time unit in order to come up with a better plan.
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Figure 2: Example of the functions D(x, t) and D(x)

this function (Figure 2). Obviously, the function D(x) will

monotonically decrease as x increases. We will consider the

problem solved only if the probability that the user would be

on place for the event exceeds some constant value d0. Let us

now define a probability value p′′ = MIN(X(e)) where X(e)
gives us the distance between the user’s current location and

the location of the event e. Similarly, to the previous discussion

regarding w0, d0 can be chosen to be the minimum probability

of success of our plan. Finally we can see that the probability

of success of the plan P (S) ≤ p′ × p′′. As we have chosen

both w0 and d0 to be the minimum acceptable probability of

success, the system should produce plans with p′ = w0 only

if p′′ = 1 and vice verse.

B. Planning aspect of the problem

Planning and scheduling are closely related problems. In

a simple decomposition scheme, planning appears to be an

upstream problem that needs to be solved before scheduling

[11].

If we take a closer look at the two functions defined above,

W (t) and D(x), we will see that, beside the other properties,

there is one big difference between the two of them. Since the

produced plan can not have any impact on the progression of

the time, we can consider the function W (t) as independent

from the user’s previous actions. However, the output of our

system would map the user’s position to some point in time.

This has a direct impact on the probability of the future

events. Therefore, besides the scheduling, we need a planning

mechanism that will order the events in a way that will

maximize the probability of success of the plan.

As the value of D(xj+1) depends only on the value of

D(xj) it comes naturally to try solving this problem using

some algorithms based on the Markov property [12]. Partially

Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) is one such

algorithm that has been widely used in many various plan-

ning domains including robot control, abstract planning and

personal assistive tools [11][10][4][8]. On the other hand, the

cost function on which all Markov Decision Process (MDP)

[17] algorithms highly depend might be hard to define, so we

should also consider taking a different approach on solving

the problem.

Another very popular planning algorithm that have given

significant results is the Hierarchical Task Network (HTN)

[11]. The HTN generates the plan by starting from the most

abstract plan, containing only one general action connecting

the initial state with the goal, and then decomposes this action

into multiple, more precise, actions. The planning process

finishes once all the general actions are decomposed, or a

satisfactory plan is produced. Now, we have seen in the

previous section, how our reasoning regarding some task

depends on the length of the time unit used. We can make

use of this property and run a HTN to first come with a plan

regarding the more abstract tasks (in a manner of the length

of the time unit) and then decompose this task by introducing

the more concise tasks. If we use the same example from

above, a HTN would first come with a general plan of going

to Orlando next week, then refine this plan by introducing the

tasks of visiting Disney World for the weekend, and finally

make a plan of living the apartment one hour earlier for the

airport, in order to have time to visit the Apple’s shop and

perhaps by a new fancy gadget.

Before continuing our discussion on which algorithm to

use, let us first examine the complexity of the problem. The

function D(x), as it is currently defined, does not give us

much useful information about the final plan, but it rather

provides information regarding the possibility to reach each

of the events in E from the current position. If we order

the events, we can define a function D(E) that provides the

possibility to reach all of the events in E starting from the first

event in the array (Figure 3). It turns out that in order to find

the best permutation, we would need to provide a search in

an n-dimensional space, where n is the number of events in

E. Although not complete, meta-heuristic search algorithms

have shown to be very efficient in solving problems where the

search space grows exponentially [13].

Finally, the probability of success of the event P (ei+1)
depends on the probability of success of the previous event,

P (ei+1) < P (ei). This means that if there were too many

events, it would make no sense to make the plan for all of

them, as the success of the events at the end of the array

would depend on too many preconditions. That is, we can

define a value d1 and only make the plan for the events where

P (e) ≥ d1, thus reducing the search space in order to run

a complete search algorithm. The probability functions W (t)
and D(x) can further be used as a metaheuristics for guiding

the search.
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Figure 3: Example of the functions D(E)

III. KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL GOES

MOBILE

So far, we have mentioned the mobile computing devices

few times, but didn’t provided any information on their role in

solving the problem defined above. One of the crucial points

of our problem is that we try to plan and schedule the personal

activities of the user. So we need a way to make the system

as “close” to the user as possible, allowing him to define new

tasks (and modify old ones) on-the-fly. As we have already

mentioned, the number of people that use their smartphones

as main tool for communication and information access raises

rapidly [16][15][18]. On the other hand the processing power

that modern smartphones can offer is comparable with the one

of an average PC from the beginning of this decade. Targeting

the system to be run on these devices is the best way to achieve

this “close” relation with the user.

When building an intelligent agent, one of the most im-

portant things that we have to consider is the knowledge of

the agent about its environment. Obviously, grater knowledge

in most of the cases leads to a better plan [11][20], so we

would like to model our system such that it would be capable

of gaining knowledge regarding the user’s environment. For

example, a system that is capable of retrieving the railway

schedule from the internet might automatically suggest the

user when he would need to leave the office in order to

catch the train, opposite to a system that does not have

this information and is only capable of including user’s final

destination into the plan. One of the biggest advantages the

smartphones have over a stationary computers, is the location

awareness [3]. As we have seen in the previous section,

location is the key factor for the success of the resulting plan.

Even more, the location awareness can provide the system with

a partial ability of confirming the plan execution, which will

in turn enable plan modifications if the system notices that the

plan is not entirely respected. It is already shown that this is

one of the crucial issues in a calendar scheduling process [7].

Since analyzing the information retrieval and machine learn-

ing techniques, that can be used to refine the produced plans,

is out of scope for this paper, we will only provide a diagram

that will identify the key components of the system and their

mutual integration (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: System overview

Finally, we should not underestimate the benefits of a good

user interface design. Studies show that good user interface

leads to better human-computer interaction, which results with

a higher usability of the applications [1]. In our case, this

would mean that the user would be willing to spend more

time interacting with our system, thus helping the system to

come up with a better plan.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the past two decades, research in the field of AI planning

has resulted in several significant findings, such as the two

planning systems, SPSS and Spike, used in the Hubble Space

Telescope, the IBM’s chess playing computer Deep Blue,

as well as many different planners and schedulers used in

the industry. However, beside these scientific and industrial

breakthroughs, automated planning is still not used as a tool

in our daily lives.

In this paper we have given a formal introduction to the

problem of organizing personal schedules, which is one of the

most obvious fields where automated planning can be used

during our daily lives. We have also shortly discussed the

several different algorithms that can be used for solving this

problem, and analyzed few domain-specific characteristics that

can be used as metaheuristics for guiding these algorithms.

Our future work will be focused on elaborating the the-

oretical framework provided in this paper, and providing a

series of experiments which hopefully would lead the further

development of automated planning towards its acceptance as

a tool for assisting our daily lives.
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